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Abstract

We describe an approach to part-of-speech
tagging from audio with very little human-
annotated data, for Highland Puebla Nahuatl,
a low-resource language of Mexico.1 While
automatic morphosyntactic analysis is typically
trained on annotated textual data, large amounts
of text is rarely available for low-resource,
marginalized, and/or minority languages, and
morphosyntactically-annotated data is even
harder to come by. Much of the data from
these languages may exist in the form of record-
ings, often only partially-transcribed or ana-
lyzed by field linguists working on language
documentation projects. Given this relatively
low-availability of text in the low-resource lan-
guage scenario, we explore end-to-end auto-
mated morphosyntactic analysis directly from
audio. The experiments described in this paper
focus on one piece of morphosyntax, part-of-
speech tagging, and builds on existing work in
a high-resource setting. We use weak supervi-
sion to increase training volume, and explore a
few techniques for generating word-level pre-
dictions from the acoustic features. Our ex-
periments show promising results, despite less
than 400 sentences of audio-aligned, manually-
labeled text.

1 Introduction

Automatic morphosyntactic processing, such as
morphological analysis or syntactic parsing, is an
important task in Natural Language Processing
(NLP) for the purposes of language documenta-
tion, feature-extraction for downstream NLP tasks
(Sidorov, 2019; Wu et al., 2021; Sartakhti et al.,
2021), and for quantitative corpus-based linguistic
analysis (Tyers and Henderson, 2021; Kim et al.,
2021).

The ample research exploring these tasks has,
overwhelmingly, focused on textual data. However,

1The code used for the work described here is available at
https://github.com/VarunS9000/Wav2Pos

Figure 1: A map highlighting the 24 municipalities
where HPN is spoken in the Sierra Norte de Puebla
region of Mexico.

text for low-resource, endangered, marginalized,
and/or minority languages, which constitute a ma-
jority of the world’s languages, is often sparsely
available, if at all. Instead, much of the data from
these languages may exist in the form of record-
ings, potentially only partially-transcribed or ana-
lyzed by field linguists working on language doc-
umentation projects. At the same time, recent
progress in speech processing has resulted in pow-
erful, pretrained speech representation models such
as Wav2Vec2.0 (Baevski et al., 2020), which make
it possible to achieve impressive ASR systems via
fine-tuning on relatively little data (Yin et al., 2022).
These same representations have also been shown
to be useful in audio classification problems, such
as speaker recognition (Vaessen and Van Leeuwen,
2022) and emotion detection (Pepino et al., 2021).

In the remainder of this paper, we explore end-
to-end automated part-of-speech (POS) tagging di-
rectly from audio for an endangered Nahuatl vari-
ant, using a modest amount of transcribed data and
only a few hundred sentences of annotated text. In
light of a very limited data set.
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2 Highland Puebla Nahuatl

Nahuatl is a polysynthetic, agglutinating Uto-
Aztecan language spoken throughout Mexico and
Mesoamerica, made up of 30 recognized varieties
(INALI, 2009).

Highland Puebla Nahuatl, (or Sierra Puebla
Nahuatl, also referred to by INALI as Náhuatl del
noreste central, ISO-639-3 azz, henceforth HPN)
is a Nahuatl variant group spoken by about 70,000
people (Ethnologue’s 2007 estimate) in the North-
eastern Sierra region of the state of Puebla, Mexico
(see Figure 1) in 24 municipalities (INALI, 2009).

HPN has been the subject of documentary and
descriptive linguistic efforts (Key, 1960; Robinson,
1970; Key and Key, 1953; Key and Richie de Key,
1953; Cortez Ocotlán, 2017). Furthermore it is
one of two Nahuatl variants with a free and open
morphosyntactically-annotated corpus, in the form
of a Universal Dependencies treebank.

As an indigenous language of Mexico, HPN is
considered at risk of being lost (INALI, 2012).

3 Related work

While most effort in the area of morphosyntac-
tic analysis has focused on textual input, some re-
cent work explores the idea of performing natural
language processing directly from audio. Pupier
et al. (2022) perform end-to-end dependency pars-
ing for French from audio, by extracting audio
features, aggregating them into audio word embed-
dings using LSTMs, and performing dependency
parsing using these embeddings. These experi-
ments used a dataset size consisting of 169,500
training sentences. Omachi et al. (2022) describe a
non-autoregressive (non-transformer) method for
performing end-to-end ASR and downstream NLP
tasks such as named-entity recognition, perform-
ing part-of-speech tagging on a large.2 corpus of
spoken Japanese, and NER on a corpus of English
containing approximately 10k training sentences
(Bastianelli et al., 2020).

Shi et al. (2021) create a speech translation cor-
pus of HPN using the same dataset as in the present
paper, leveraging the fact that the entire dataset
has transcriptions and translations (dataset details
presented in Section 4).

2The size, e.g. number of sentences of words, of the cor-
pus is not reported in Omachi et al. (2022) The publication
presenting the corpus, Maekawa et al. (2000), describes it as
having 7 million morphemes.

4 Data

The speech files, the transcriptions, and the perti-
nent metadata were obtained via the dataset from
Amith et al. (2019) (hereafter “OpenSLR corpus”),
which consists of about 50 hours of audio tran-
scribed in ELAN. We processed the ELAN files,
splitting the audio into utterance-level chunks using
the Pydub Python library.3

The labeled HPN part-of-speech data comes
from recently-released Highland Puebla Nahuatl
UD treebank, which consists of (1) a small subset
of the OpenSLR corpus annotated for morphosyn-
tax, (2) a subset of texts in the azz variant from the
multi-variant parallel corpus Axolotl (Gutierrez-
Vasques et al., 2016), and (3) technical publica-
tions by the Sociedad Mexicana de Fı́sica.4 Only
(1), which contains 399 sentences and 3,463 tokens,
has corresponding audio, and is held out for sys-
tem evaluation. (2) and (3), totaling 838 sentences
and 6,671 tokens, are used in training a simple
text-based part-of-speech tagger, with which we
generate synthetic data as described in Section 5.1.

The remaining OpenSLR corpus data (i.e. all
of the audio/transcriptions that has not been anno-
tated) is partitioned into a larger dataset for fine-
tuning Wav2Vec2 (about 40k sentences), and a
smaller dataset for training the audio-based POS
tagger (about 7k sentences). We chose to use the
majority of the data for Wav2Vec2 fine-tuning in or-
der to ensure a high-performing ASR model since
without that a POS tagger would have no words
to align its POS tags with.5 We chose not to use
overlapping data for training both Wav2Vec2 and
the Wav2pos tagger to avoid overfitting and poor
performance on unseen data.

5 Methodology

In this section, we describe our method for train-
ing a POS tagger (Wav2pos) directly from audio
with less than 400 labeled examples. This process
involves training an acoustic feature extractor, gen-
erating silver training data, and aggregating the
acoustic features to word-level.

3https://github.com/jiaaro/pydub
4https://site.inali.gob.mx/SMF/Libros2.0/nhtl/

index.html
5In hindsight, it likely would have been worthwhile to

experiment with different ways to partition this data, e.g. less
data for Wav2Vec2 training and more for POS tagger training.
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Dataset Contents Sentences Tokens

Wav2Vec2 train* OSLR − HPN 32k 285k
Text POS Tagger train (HPN − OSLR) ∪ WSPN 1.7k 17.6k
Wav2pos train* OSLR − HPN 8k 71k
Test data HPN ∩ OSLR 363 2.4k

Table 1: A description of the contents of the different datasets. OSLR = OpenSLR data; HPN = Highland Puebla
Nahuatl UD treebank; WSPN = Western Sierra Puebla Nahuatl UD Treebank. *The Wav2Vec2 fine-tuning data and
the Wav2pos training data both come from the set of OpenSLR transcriptions not contained in the HPN treebank,
but they are non-overlapping.

5.1 Synthetic label generation

The total amount of labeled POS data with corre-
sponding audio for HPN is very small (363 sen-
tences, 2k tokens). We hold it out for this purpose.

In order to produce enough labeled data to
train the models, we label otherwise-unannotated
OpenSLR transcriptions using a simple tagger.
Specifically, we train an averaged perceptron model
on the remaining UD trees (those sentences without
corresponding audio), about 600 sentences. Since
this is quite small for a training set, we supple-
ment it with a UD treebank for another Nahuatl
variant, Western Sierra Puebla Nahuatl (WSPN,
ISO-639-3 nhi) (Pugh et al., 2022), which added
about 1k training sentences. The decision to add
data from another variant is motivated by other
recent work on Nahuatl syntactic parsing.

The averaged perceptron model uses words, sub-
strings, previous words, and previous predicted tags
as features. Once trained, we use it to predict POS
tags on the unannotated OpenSLR transcriptions,
resulting in “silver” training and validation data.

5.2 Extracting acoustic features

We use the unannotated (but transcribed) OpenSLR
audio (split into a training and development set)
to fine-tune the pret-trained Wav2Vec2.0 model
(Baevski et al., 2020) on an ASR task. Our result-
ing fine-tuned model achieves a WER of 39% and
CER of 18% on the held-out transcriptions.

In addition to being useful for automatically gen-
erating transcriptions, this fine-tuned model also
gives us access to audio embeddings, correspond-
ing to the discretized audio input, which have been
fine-tuned for HPN. This sequence has many more
elements than there are words (or even characters)
in the sentence. We take two approaches to convert-
ing the longer sequence of acoustic embeddings
into a single, word-level prediction in order to gen-
erate the part-of-speech tags.

5.3 Aggregating audio word embeddings with
a BiLSTM

In the first Wav2pos approach, we first identify the
subsequence of the acoustic embeddings by sepa-
rating them by predicted whitespace characters. We
pass each sequence (corresponding to segments of
a single word) through a Long Short-Term Memory
network (LSTM). The final hidden state is, then, a
vector corresponding to a word. The sequence of
word vectors is POS-tagged with a separate, bidi-
rectional LSTM.6

5.4 Character-based prediction approach
As an alternative approach, we first reformat our
data so that the label sequence, instead of consist-
ing of a single POS tag per word, has a POS tag
corresponding to each character (where the char-
acter’s POS tag is that of its word). For example,
for a transcription like kemah niyas, which origi-
nally is tagged [INTJ, VERB], the label sequence
is converted to [INTJ, INTJ, INTJ, INTJ, INTJ,
SPACE, VERB, VERB, VERB, VERB, VERB], such
that each character in the transcription has a corre-
sponding POS tag (note the inclusion of the SPACE
tag corresponding to the word boundary). We pass
the entire sequence of acoustic embeddings (with-
out splitting them up into predicted audio words)
through a BiLSTM, and make a POS prediction at
each time step. For this approach, we use CTC loss
in order to optimally-align the predicted POS tags
with the labels. During inference, for a given word
we choose the most frequent of its character-based
POS tags as its tag.

5.5 Experiments
Given our silver training and validation data, and
gold, human-annotated evaluation dataset, we com-
pare the performance of three systems (as described
in the previous section):

6The two LSTMs are trained jointly.
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Micro Macro

System Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

apt 69.7 71.7 69.8 70.7 64.5 64.8 61.5
wb 53.2 57.1 53.2 55.1 51.4 48.2 46.3
cb 70.1 71.8 70.1 70.9 74.6 64.0 63.2

Table 2: Results comparing three approaches to POS-tagging our corpus. wb and cb correspond to systems that make
predictions directly from audio, whereas the aptrepresents a pipeline system, wherein a text-based POS-tagger
is run on the transcriptions output from the ASR system. While the two Wav2pos systems vary widely in their
performance, the performance of the cb system suggests that the acoustic representations in the Wav2Vec2 model
do in fact contain sufficient syntactic information.

apt: Averaged perceptron run on the output of the
ASR. This method allows us to ascertain whether
there is any benefit to calculating the POS tags
directly from the audio instead of chaining the tag-
ging with the ASR system.

wb: Word-based aggregation, where each hidden
vector corresponding to an acoustic word (defined
by the model’s whitespace predictions) are first
aggregated into a single word vector via an LSTM,
and the sequence of aggregated word vectors is
passed through a BiLSTM to predict the sequence
of POS tags. This system is described above in
Section 5.3

cb: Character-based aggregation, where the POS
tag of a word is predicted for each of its characters,
as described in Section 5.4.

5.6 Evaluation methodology

Since Wav2pos is based on the acoustic representa-
tions of the Wav2Vec2 model fine-tuned for ASR,
and the ASR model may mistranscribe some words,
our evaluation only takes into consideration words
that the ASR model correctly transcribed. Specifi-
cally, we create tuples from the Wav2pos prediction
and the ASR output, and match the ASR output to
words in the correct transcription. If the word is
transcribed correctly (i.e. it is found in the gold
transcription), we compare the POS tags.

6 Results

The results of our three experiments are reported
in Table 2. We note the passable performance
of character-based Wav2pos model (cb), which is
slightly better than the pipeline approach of tagging
the transcriptions with a text-based POS-tagger
(apt). This result suggests that indeed there is
recoverable syntactic information represented in

the acoustic feature embeddings learned by the
Wav2Vec2 model, even (or especially) when these
embeddings correspond to only a small piece of the
word, as in the character model.

There is a significant difference in performance
between the two Wav2pos models, the the wb model
much worse on all metrics. While without more de-
tailed analysis we can only speculate, it appears
as though the aggregation step, which involves
passing a sequence of acoustic vectors through an
LSTM to produce a single “audio word vector,”
may introduce too many additional parameters for
the model to learn given the relatively small amount
of training data.

While these results are certainly interesting, they
raise more questions than they answer, primarily
as the result of the constrained set of experiments
we performed. For future work, we plan to repli-
cate these experiments, but using the same, larger
Wav2Vec2 training dataset to train the Wav2pos
models. We would also like to explore the hyperpa-
rameter space of these models in more depth, and
try using a stronger text-based tagger, such as a
multilingual pretrained transformer-based model,
to create the silver data.

Finally, given the promising results for POS tag-
ging, we are interested in expanding these efforts
to other aspects of syntactic analysis such as depen-
dency parsing.

7 Concluding remarks

We have presented a preliminary investigation of
automated morphosyntactic analysis from audio
with no human-labeled training data. We lever-
aged a large set of transcribed audio to fine-tune a
Wav2Vec2 acoustic feature-extraction model, and
experimented with producing POS-tags directly
from the acoustic embeddings. We created our
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training data by tagging unlabeled transcription
data using a simple classifier model. The results
showed that one of our audio-based POS-tagging
models performed slightly better than using the
text-based tagger to tag the transcriptions.
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